Kolyma: Road of Bones.
Route-Road of Bones.
Distance

Place

Remark

0 km

Nizhny Bestyakh
/ Yakutsk

on the Lena River

Krest-Khaldzhan

Road, northeast, summer ferry across the Aldan
River.

Khandyga

on the Aldan River

350 km
(220 mi)
380 km
(240 mi)

Alternative: Summer Hydrofoil from Yakutsk down the Lena and up the
Aldan, 530 km (330 mi), 10 hours.
Over Suntar-Khayata mountains, 1,200 m (3,940 ft) pass, Vostochnaya
River.
700 km
(430 mi)
940 km
(580 mi)

1,240 km
(770 mi)
1,330 km
(830 mi)
1,500 km
(930 mi)
1,680 km
(1,040 mi)
1,830 km
(1,140 mi)
1,950 km
(1,210 mi)
1,980 km
(1,230 mi)
2,030 km
(1,260 mi)

Kyubeme
on the Indigirka River, east: several mining towns,
Artyk town, headwaters of the Nera River, 1,452 m
(4,760 ft) pass.
Alternative: (Old Summer Road route) 155 km (100 mi) northeast to
Tomtor, 250 km (160 mi) road northeast (may not be passable except
when frozen), into Magadan Oblast.
(Nearby are coal mines and the old Myaundzha
Kadykchan
uranium processing centre).
(New route) UstNera

Susuman
Debin

with the Kolyma River bridge

Orotukan

road turns southeast and south, 300 km (190 mi) of
largely unpopulated taiga,

Atka

enters lowlands,

Palatka
Sokol
Magadan

The Mask of Sorrow Monument: Magadan Russia

Background: The Kolyma (pronounced koh-lee-MAH) region (Russian:
Колыма) is located in the far north-eastern area of Russia in what is commonly
known as Siberia but is actually part of the Russian Far East. It is bounded by
the East Siberian Sea and the Arctic Ocean in the north and the Sea of Okhotsk
to the south. The extremely remote region gets its name from the Kolyma River
and mountain range, parts of which were not discovered until 1926. Today the
region consists roughly of the Chukotka Autonomous Okrug and the Magadan
Oblast.
The area, part of which is within the Arctic Circle, has a subarctic climate with
very cold winters lasting up to six months of the year. Permafrost and tundra
cover a large part of the region. Average winter temperatures range from -19°C
to -38°C (even lower in the interior), and average summer temperatures, from
+3°C to +16°C. There are rich reserves of gold, silver, tin, tungsten, mercury,
copper, antimony, coal, oil, and peat.
Kolyma is a region located in the Russian Far East, known for its Gulag labour
camps and gold mining.
Kolyma the most notorious of the Gulag death camps in frigid north-eastern
Siberia. If sent to Kolyma, you had about a 10% chance of survival, death
coming quickly from exposure, illness, and disease, overwork, or inmate
gangs. The common expression in Russia was, "Kolyma means death!"
The Kolyma highway is the main road in the Magadan region. The track was
built in the 1930-50s, mainly by labour camp prisoners.
The Kolyma camps were some of the most brutal in the entire Gulag system.
About 120000 - 130000 prisoners are estimated to have died in Kolyma alone.
Magadan is the capital of Kolyma, becoming the focal point of regional
development when the first Soviet prisoners arrived in 1932.
The construction of the M56 Kolyma highway – the Road of Bones.

The road runs for over two thousand kilometres through the wildest terrain of
the Asian continent, connecting Magadan and Yakutsk, and making an
enormous loop through the Siberian mountains in order to reach the hundreds
of gold mines that once operated there.
Forced labour was used to construct every inch of this incredible project – at
first by inmates of labour camps, but later by the unfortunate denizens of the
gulags that began springing up all over these near-uninhabitable provinces of
Stalin’s Soviet empire. Many were Russian POW’s, banished to the region
after being labelled German ‘collaborators’. Many were Russian Christians
who refused to renounce their faith under the Communist regime.
Under Stalin’s rule, Kolyma became the most notorious region for the Gulag
labour camps. A million or more people may have died en route to the area or
in the Kolyma's series of gold mining, road building, lumbering, and
construction

camps between 1932 and 1954. It was Kolyma's reputation that caused
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, author of The Gulag Archipelago, to characterize it as
the "pole of cold and cruelty" in the Gulag system. The Mask of Sorrow
monument in Magadan commemorates all those who died in the Kolyma forced
labour camps.

Photo 1: Former Gulag Mine
All along the Kolyma Highway, or Kolymskaja Trassa, as locals call this 2000
kilometre road meandering through the Russian Far East, one can spot gold and
lead mines, some working, others left to the dogs. Oldest are from 1930s, and
they were built using prison labour and operated by Gulag inmates until the
1960s.
These are the areas of the former open-pit mines, still easily visible. The
emptiness of these wastelands has become special kind of monument to the
Gulag camps and their hundreds of thousands of victims in the Kolyma area.

Photo 2: Camp hospital graveyard.
The former graveyard of Gulag inmates in Susuman, small town in remote
arctic region of Russia-Camp Hospital. During 1930s, when the Kolyma
Highway reached these frozen hinterlands, many lagpunkts of labour camps
were operating around the town. In Susuman there was a hospital for sick
prisoners. As “sick” in Gulag meant that one was more or less dead, the
cemetery of the hospital was in active use. After the Gulag system was
dismantled during 1950s and 1960s, the hospital was taken in civilian use.
When the Soviet Union collapsed, two-thirds of the population of Susuman
moved closer to civilization, and the hospital was abandoned, and so was the
cemetery.

Photo 3: Old Kadykchan.
In the middle of nowhere at taiga wilderness, stands a ghost town of
Kadykchan. It consists mostly of abandoned bone white housing blocks built at
the 1970s, but the old part of the town was constructed in Gulag era and was
made by the prisoners. Originally, in the 1930s, the site was a mining camp like
so many places in Kolyma. After the World War II the prisoners began to build
the town of Kadykchan for the free – or at least relatively free – workers that
were meant to replace forced labour. Came the school, the dom kulturi and the
first wooden houses. Kadykchan thrived, relatively speaking, until the collapse
of the Soviet Union. After that the troubles began, and at the turn of the
millennium the entire city was simply shut, and the entire population moved
elsewhere. The empty ghost town still stands there, and nowadays the old part
of Kadykchan, built partly over the former camp by the prisoners, is a rotten but
beautiful memorial to the lost era of Gulag.

Photo 4: Dom Kulturi.
By the Kolyma Highway, after kilometre 700, there lies a ghost town called
Kadykchan. It once had over 10 000 inhabitants, but after the collapse of the
Soviet Union profits of the nearby mine slumped, and at the turn of the
millennium the entire town was left alone in the middle of the taiga at Russian
Far East. Most of the buildings in Kadykchan are from 1960s or 1970s, but the
oldest ones originate from 1940s and 1950s and were built by forced labour.
Kadykchan was originally a Gulag camp, and the first mine in the area was
manned by prisoners, including writer Varlam Shalamov. Prisoners also
constructed the oldest part of the city, for example the school and Dom Kulturi.
After the labour camp system was dismantled at the 1960s, free – at least
relatively free – citizens moved to the city, and its past as a prison camp
was obliterated. Now, when the town is abandoned, it has become a tragically
beautiful memorial to the futility of Gulag.

Photo 5: Kolymskaja Trassa
It could be described as the longest single memorial to the victims of Soviet
Gulag. It is also by the victims, as the Kolyma Highway, or Kolymskaja Trassa
like the locals call it, was built by Sevvostlag prisoners at the beginning of the
1930s. The entire stretch of more than 2000 kilometres was made by forced
labour. Moreover, the road is grave of thousands of people, as the dead builders
were buried near the road line or sometimes to the roadbed itself, when the
permafrost of the Kolyma region made grave digging all but impossible. That is
how it earned the nickname “road of bones”. Kolyma Highway is still in use.
The modern road has, of course, been repaired and rerouted many times, but it
still is the legendary, deathly Trassa, meandering through taiga from one Gulag
mine to another.

